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Information technology has been a tremendous impetus for social and economic 
development. E-Government initiatives have been undertaken at different levels. The 
overall goal of e-tax is to build a modern tax administration system centered around 
information technology. This system aims to make full use of tax information 
recourses to improve tax execution and administration efficiency, enhance tax service, 
and to increase tax economical decision efficiency by applying information 
technology. More specifically, a tax information system networking with relevant 
departments will be built to cover all tax types and address all scenarios. Therefore, 
the realization of e-tax should rely on an integrated communication platform used at 
all execution levels of tax service agencies to process a variety of tax services and 
serve all tax staff and taxpayers nationwide. 
The thesis is to develop a WAN solution with high-performance, reliable 
connectivity, and high security to address issues in the tax information system with 
highly centralized data, such as numerous service categories, network congestion, and 
uncontrollable data. Developed in the scenario of the dual data center at the provincial 
level, the WAN solution provides comprehensive strategies for network topology, data 
distribution, load balance, service prioritization, data traffic control, redundancy and 
reliability, and security. 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 1 lays out the background and requirements for the thesis by analyzing 
the current status of the municipal tax information system in Taizhou and existing 
problems of network connectivity. 
Based on the study of relevant network and security technologies, an overall 
design strategy and a detailed implementation plan for Taizhou Municipal Office, SAT 
is proposed. Data distribution and load balance based on the provincial dual data 
center has been successfully deployed in this WAN project. 
The transmission performance, data flow, service quality control, security, and 















deployment in actual scenarios. The standardized process procedure has been 
proposed for possible faults encountered in the future. 
Conclusions and suggestions for future work conclude the thesis. Being deployed 
for over half a year, the WAN at Taizhou Municipal Office, SAT has met expectations 
of network performance, reliability, and security, laying out a solid foundation for 
further e-tax development.  
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  1.2.1 数据业务流程现状 








































  1.2.2 网络现状 
     为了适应 2005 年征管业务市级集中模式的应用， 泰州市国税局当前采取
的设计方式是： 
市局至区县局下行线路：使用 SDH 线路，主干带宽 2Mbps、备份带宽 2Mbps
的广域网；县局至农村分局的为带宽 2Mbps 单线路县域网。 
市局至省局上行线路：主干带宽为 8Mbps 的 SDH 线路、备份带宽为 2Mbps
的帧中继线路。 
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